The dynamical behavior of the Morse oscillator is investigated primarily by means of the Lyapunov exponent and bifurcation diagrams. Then, the problem of controlling chaos for this oscillator is studied using a new method introduced by Behnia and Akhshani, which is based on the construction of slave-master feedback. In the control model based on slave-master feedback, the oscillator as the slave system is coupled with a dynamical system as the master, so its implementation becomes quite simple and similar statements can be made for the high dimensional cases. The validity of this method is veried by numerical simulations. The obtained results show the eectiveness of the proposed control model.
Introduction
The presence of chaos in nonlinear dynamical systems has been extensively demonstrated. Chaotic phenomenon is likely to be the complex, and it is often undesirable in practice. So, over the past twenty years, greater eorts have been spent to control chaos in various studies [19] . There are two ways to control chaos in general. One is to suppress the chaotic dynamical behavior and the other is to generate or enhance chaos in nonlinear systems known as anticontrol of chaos [10, 11] .
Nowadays, dierent techniques and methods have been proposed to achieve chaos control. OGY method [12] , dierential geometric method [13] , feedback and nonfeedback control [1417] , inverse optimal control [18] , adaptive control [19, 20] and back stepping design technique [21] are some of famous methods presented up to now. The Morse oscillator is the most prominent example of an anharmonic oscillator that has found wide applications. It is one of the most realistic models for describing the vibrations of a diatomic molecule, being interesting not only from the experimental, but also from the theoretical point of view. Also, the Morse oscillator is still a model of the true interatomic potential energy. There are many contributions investigating the Morse oscillator with classical, semiclassical and quantum mechanical methods [2231] . In particular, Kapral et al. [32] found the amplitude-resonance curves, and the sequence of period-doubling bifurcations leading to chaos and tangent bifurcations associated with period three windows in the chaotic region. Therefore, investigations on the controlling of chaos in this system is of almost importance [33] .
Recently, the authors have proposed a new chaos control method based on slave-master feedback (SMF) [34] .
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a more ex- * corresponding author; e-mail: s.behnia@sci.uut.ac.ir plicit approach to the control continuous nonlinear dynamical systems. Because of the tremendous complexity of chaotic dynamics, the problem is restricted to the Morse oscillator which is used as a well-known model for molecular vibrations [3538] . Despite the simplicity of the Morse oscillator, the dynamical behavior is extremely rich and research on the area is still going on today [33] . By means of the Lyapunov exponents and bifurcation diagrams the dynamics of the system before and after applying the control model is investigated. The validity of the presented method is veried by numerical simulations. The obtained results show that the introduced control model is pretty ecient and easy to implement.
Slave-master feedback control
The major key ingredient for the control of chaos is the observation that a chaotic set, on which the trajectory of the chaotic process lives [39] , has embedded within it a large number of unstable period orbits. Then, the accessibility of the chaotic systems to many dierent periodic orbits combined with its sensitivity to small perturbations allow for the control and the manipulation of the chaotic process. The OGY approach is then as follows. One rst determines some of the unstable periodic orbits that are embedded in the chaotic set. Then examines the location and the stability of these orbits and chooses one which yields the desired system performance. Finally, one applies small control to stabilize this desired periodic orbit.
The controlled process obeys the following state equations:
(1) where x is a state variable, the vector-functionẋ = dx dt is assumed to be continuously dierentiable and by variable a is meant the changeable system parameter, rather than the standard input control variable.
The present analysis consider the parameter a to be variable in the time such that thoroughly be changed by another chaotic map as it is shown below [40] :
where ∆t is an arbitrary number between (0, 1). We can introduce dynamical controlling chaotic processes as follows:
In this paper we are interested in explaining the introduced control model based on the continuous form of the hierarchy of one-parameter chaotic maps which are introduced in our previous papers [40] , where the logistic map is topologically conjugated [41] to the introduced map, Eq. (2). The introduced chaotic maps can be used as dynamical control. The whole results obtained shows the possibility of stabilizing discrete-time systems. Now, the chaos control problem can be studied without requiring any knowledge about the state of system.
Damped and driven Morse oscillator
The dierential equation which describes the damped and driven Morse oscillator (DDMO) system is as follows:
where β, α, γ, F and ω are the parameters which can drive the system to chaos. Before applying dynamical control method to the system, it is more convenient to reduce the order of Eq. (1) to rst order ordinary dierential equations as:
This form of DDMO is coupled through one of its control parameters (e.g. β, α, γ, F and ω) with an external dynamical system as a controllable system (Eq. (3)).
In this study, γ is selected as a control parameter and Eq. (3) has been applied to it. By considering the Morse oscillator (Eq. (6)) and the control system (Eq. (5)) as a three-dimensional dynamical system the simple model for controlling the stability of the Morse oscillator is introduced as follows:
4. Result
The results of the numerical experiments are given to verify the eectiveness of the proposed control approach in this section. Various numerical simulations including bifurcation diagrams and the Lyapunov exponent plots are presented for the two scenarios: (1) the state of the uncontrolled system (see Figs. 1-10 ) and (2) the state of the system being under control (see Figs. 11-20) .
(1) The state of the uncontrolled system: to compare the uncontrolled and controlled behavior of the DDMO system, the uncontrolled behavior of it is presented by means of the bifurcation diagrams and Lyapunov exponent plots. Figures 110 show bifurcation diagrams and the Lyapunov exponent plots, associated with the dierent parameter values and initial conditions. Numerical simulations clearly demonstrate the existence of chaotic behavior in the absence of the control process. As shown in Figs. 1-10 all of parameters β, α, γ, F, ω can drive the DDMO to chaos. For instance DDMO has chaotic motion while β = 1, α = 1, γ = 0.16, F = 0.2 and ω = 1, and has a stable behavior while β = 0.89, α = 1, γ = 0.8, F = 2.5 and ω = √ 3. A detailed review about these parameters and chaotic regions of DDMO system is presented in [33] .
(2) The state of the system being under control: bifurcation diagrams and the Lyapunov exponent plots of the DDMO in the presence of control process are shown in Figs. 11-20 . Having a look at the gures it can be observed that the spectrum of the Lyapunov exponents and the bifurcation diagrams conrm that the chaotic behavior of the DDMO can be either fully (see Figs. 12, 14, 16, 18, 20) or regionally (see Figs.  11, 13, 15, 17, 19) controlled. In the Lyapunov exponent plots, the control process has been applied to the system from the beginning iteration. To consider the chaoticnite domain of the system in the bifurcation diagrams, the control process is applied to the system after it is driven to fully chaotic regions (see Figs 11, 13, 15, 17, 19) . These gures show that the control process is able to control the chaotic system in its any arbitrary chaotic state.
Although in SMF method Eqs. (5) and (6) can be coupled through any of the control parameters of the system (e.g. β, α, γ, F, ω), it is preferable to choose the one that taking the minimum time and this itself depends on the innate of the system [34] . In our study the minimum control time is achieved while coupling two systems through parameter γ. In fact, the coupling parameter selection is an arbitrary choice [34] and there is no limitation to couple Eqs. (5) and (6) through any of other parameters β, α, F, ω.
Conclusion
The aim of this paper is to develop and apply the SMF control process [34] to continuous nonlinear dynamical systems. In order to examine the impact of the SMF method on the continuous nonlinear systems, the Morse oscillator is used as an example. For over half a century, the Morse potential [42] has been a useful model for the interatomic potential and for tting the vibrational motion of diatomic molecules, and it is frequently used in theoretical chemistry to describe the photodissociation of molecules [43] . The numerical simulations, including bifurcation diagrams and the Lyapunov exponent plots exhibit the complicated dynamical behaviors of the Morse oscillator.
In the control model based on SMF, the oscillator as the slave system coupled through one of the control parameters with a dynamical system as the master, so its implementation is quite simple. Numerical simulations demonstrate that the proposed process is the most effective way to the control chaos in discrete/continuous dynamical systems. As this method is independent of geometrical considerations, it can easily be applied to high dimensional dynamical systems. The proposed structure can also be carried out to eect the synchronization of chaotic systems. Although the implementation in this paper is performed via numerical simulations, it is not difcult to see that the physical application of the method can be performed. In fact, experimental studies are in progress and the results will be reported elsewhere [44] .
